
Felt didn’t wake up in a hospital. Hard arachnoid limbs skittered along the back of his neck, creatures 

with many legs scurried in Felts ears. As if his skull was a damp forest rock, should you lift it you 

would find shelled crustaceans scatter and bury into his brain. Maggots writhed behind his eyes, as if 

unhappy being exposed. He might have realized that 

 

-He was fucking insane- 

 

If Felts mind framework hadn’t already collapsed into some messy pile of rotten mush, his body had 

ossified into a wooden structure. He could feel it beneath his skin barking at him when he moved. 

His bones were brittle and suitable to burn. Initiating the state of repair Felt opened his journal 

flipped through to the current page and froze. The mark of one’s own hand is as recognizable as 

their name, it feels homely, familiar. 

 

Immediately closing and re-sheathing the journal so as if to seal away its contents Felt sat upright 

and began recalibrating his body. There’s that feeling when stretching that approximates the 

alchemic combination of dry gum and a kitchen knife. Felt spent the next three days attempting 

yoga, eating tinned food and sleeping as there was little else to be achieved in the clearly Victorian 

room. Now that Felt’s ego had come to stabilize he’d found himself wondering where Oma was, it 

was lucky she decided to leave the house around the same time Felt had actually awoken, but this 

was vastly assumptive and realizing such encouraged him to vomit into the kitchen sink. 

 

-Oma is fine, she has to be, otherwise we’d have died of thirst by now- 

 

And this was a sensible conclusion. But also probably untrue, he sensed. Following from this thought 

Felt concluded it must have been at least a month since the incident, he’d dislocated his knee before 

and remembers each stage of recovery distinctly. The current one being an “I can walk just fine but 

jumping still makes me nervous” phase. The wounds on his calf, neck and hip had healed over but 

were never sealed, or even treated by the looks of things. Checking in the bathroom mirror he 

discovers a large pink triangular scar hovering above the whole length of his left collar bone and 

another square split above his right eye -wonderful-. His nose was -very bent-. His face bared 

minimal stubble? He could walk well on his damaged calf albeit limping due to a knot like structure 

deep in the muscle; as though yesterday involved a rough workout. He was… skinny. 

 

-To say the least- 

 

But at least functional -just, tired- accepting the call to action Felt started for Gregory’s study in 

order to get some coffee. At the beginning of the hallway an abyss grins back, terror pulls him out of 

his next stride, too horrified to move Felt acknowledges he’s been in the clearly Victorian room, the 

bathroom and the kitchen, but all other rooms are new territory. Unable to see anything beyond the 

lit kitchen that he’d come from, his imagination starts breathing on the back of his neck. Something’s 

here. 

 

Scanning the floor around him he shuffles back from the darkness, paces and tries once more. After 

the third failed attempt Felt concedes he is physically unable to check the other rooms – every time 

he tries visions of severed cadavers etch onto his brain, a mice like stench threatening to become 

permanent should he refuse the hallways warning. knowing whatever may or may not be in those 

unchecked rooms can emerge from the hallway at any moment Felt grabs his satchel, sweeps in the 

contents of the bathrooms drug cabinet and leaves before discovering whatever it is that he can 



clearly feel behind him.  

 

Somethings been in that house with him. Something was in that house with him. Something he was 

sure wouldn’t follow him into the outside suburbia. 

 

-I probably could’ve just turned on the lights- 

 

Felt halted to entertain this thought until he heard -THE FUCKING SKITTERING- rush along the base 

of his skull. 

 

. 

 

Entering the first liquor store he sees, Felt walks linearly to and from the port-wine racks and 

proceeds to the counter. 

 

-What the fuck is going on” 

 

Realizing he voiced the latter end of that thought, his gaze other-worldly, Felt reimagined himself as 

a man of good posture. A man who doesn’t talk to himself, a man without spiders on his skin, a man 

who isn’t as unhinged as Felt definitely is. This was more to appease Felt’s hypothetical onlookers 

than the liquor store sale staff whom by this stage in their careers would be entirely numb to this 

sort of behavior. 

 

Felt finishes the bottle before making it back to his apartment, by which time he’s bought another. 

Without his apartment key he quickly fills out a replacement form and is guided arm in arm upstairs 

to be let in by the after-hours staff. Felt finds a beautiful cool wave of relief upon him as the sight of 

his very lockable apartment room door welcoming him home.  

 

Opening his door proved physically difficult with a mess of his clothes once again blocking the 

doorway, Felt might’ve actually been embarrassed at some point in the past. Embarrassment can 

wait, everything can wait. The door is closed, Felt is safe. 

 

-I am safe- 
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Felts favorite kind of night was spider-less, dry and without decay. It seemed the creatures outside 

required permission, as if there was some mutual respect for territory. Still the things with many legs 

and the things that skitter dart in and out to scout and pry; relay Felts condition back to the things 

with many teeth. They travel from the feet of those passing by his door and flood from the hands of 

those who dare knock. They move with intent and they expire on the floor, they seem hungry. 

 

-No, that would be us- 

 

Hello reader and welcome to the end of a 16 day intermission! Today we pop in to say G’day to one 

of our most requested guests this season! -oh please, stop it you, I’m so flattered!- Oh and that is 

why, please welcome the ever so delightful Mr. Felt Hayle! Now please tell me what would tonight’s 

grand prize mean for you? -Oh my gawd John it would mean the world to me! It would change 



everything!- Well well well, let us see if fortune favors the brave on tonight’s episode of, say it with 

me folks “FOOD AND SPIIIDERS” 

 

“Yeah I’ll uh just get the uh veggie patty, dark rye” 

 

“Six inch?” 

 

“Uh yeah” 

 

Felt is borderline incapable of passing by that subway musk without indulging, he’s found it fairly 

easy harmonizing with the “objects” after naming them and forcing them to play as props in his 

game shows. 

 

-voydlings sounds way cooler- 

 

He still ossifies at the sound of sirens and actively avoids indulging in the stench of her corpse. Albeit 

almost certain life will continue on without lawful interference  

 

“What else woul..” 

 

“uh, egg, triple cheese, and toasted please” 

 

He often wonders what happened to Oma, every afternoon he follows the same routine of 

 

“Spinach olives onions jalapeños capsicum” 

 

A hearty meal, two bottles of red and a packet of durrys enjoyed whilst sat on Omas porch. 

 

 “And uh, for the sauce ill grab ahh heavy garlic and chipotle please” 

 

He isn’t sure what he wants to find, he isn’t sure he’s actively searching. Instead he seems to be 

placing himself strategically for the truth to stumble upon him. Faced against the setting sun Felt 

softens in the shade as it envelops from the back of Omas house. After the first bottle he calls old 

friends to babble about drugs and ex’s. Four nips into the second the lights inside turn on; strange 

lights that can only be seen indirectly glistening off of his shoulder. Should you turn and meet it, of 

course you’ll only see septic flesh peeling wet from her calm, focused, innocently gestured stare. 

Eyeless and pleasant.  

 

“Felt, Darling what are you doing here?” 

 

Felt, turning to face the street side voice Oma passes by, Opening the door and gesturing for us to 

enter, Felt confirms the rotten doppelgänger is no more and proceeds to enjoy a wordless cup of 

coffee. As per routine Felt relieves himself from the table says “thank you” and turns to leave. The 

door is usually locked so he’s learned the windows are a safer bet. Stepping onto the sink he relieves 

the blinds of there duty. Outside she stands, face pressed to the glass puss ladling the pane watching 

Felt purposefully.  

 

-She’s never been outside before-  



 

Clicking into movement, her nose peeling off as she turns to face the hallway.  

 

-She, has definitely never moved before- 

 

Acknowledging the instructions, Felt turns and starts towards 

 

-Get out- 

 

The study, this is almost exciting! There she stands back to me facing the hallway to which I pass and 

turn to wave 

 

-FELT, LEAVE- 

 

Standing at the entrance to the study she tilts her head, displaying the loose innards of her throat 

dripping; soaking. 

 

Drawing nearer the darkness darkens, the silence quietens. 

 

-Nice, buddy, A+ on the poetic commentary but we gotta go- 

 

Turning into the study 

 

-Oh god no- 

 

Felt sees nothing out of the ordinary. 

 

-The lights are out- 

 

Ahh, yes. Remembering light is needed to see - he flicks the switch to his right and once again 

confirms nothing, at all is here. 

 

“Fuck” 

 

Frozen for a moment attempting to process, Felt shutters at the words 

 

“Rules have been broken” 

 

As it pours, wet into the room, gargling from her throat. Turning to acknowledge Felt stiffens in the 

empty room. 

 

-We need to lea…- 

 

Dashing towards the hall Felt splits his eyebrow on the study door, wasting no time he thrashes and 

charges, with each splinter the door eases towards its demise. Alerting the rule breaker she hesitates 

to spew the obvious, wet and crippled. 

 

“Objects come” 



 

Into the emptiness. Rising in heat Felt screams mindlessly bashing himself through thin air slamming 

into the hallway walls. Barely conscious and very un alone he sprints, slips and bathes in flesh. 

Sloshing towards the exit orange teeth bless our minds. 

 

-GET IT OUT- 

 

The floor now breathing beneath, Felt calms and opens his stride - feeling lighter, opening the door 

to the morning sun he stands to question the time spent inside. In the distance he can hear himself 

scream. It grows louder, nearer? As If traveling on the highway. Felt turns to see her seated and 

waving from the kitchen bench. Waving back Felts mind grabs and throws him from the house lot - 

following the one single command it cries. 

 

-LEAVE- 

 

The brisk mourning air encourages Felts hands to stay the fuck home in his coat pockets. No longer 

running Felt finds himself unable to do anything with a semblance of calm. Brandishing a new durry 

he lights and smokes within the minute. He feels rushed, on the clock with the boss man joining mr 

banker in their mutual interrogations. Hugging the frills of his coat collar he travels quickly, in 

disguise, passing the ice-fucked homeless, the coked out whales, aged children in ripped fast fashion 

and the pathetic pure’s of our -Good lord-. The crashing talons, army’s of objects, darkening the 

cities skyscrapers, blackening the pavement in pursuit. Refilling his lungs Felt regains momentum 

towards the cemetery, furious and confused. 

 

Blistered feet and a beating heart strides into Gregories section eyes locked on the cloaked objects 

in front. Humanoid or human -whichever, who fucking cares- Felt draws near, winds, steps and 

throws his weight into the jaw of the closest - breaking clean what feels like all eight bones of his 

right wrist. Screaming in agony he flails, pathetic and determined against the object, thrashing; 

praying damage upon the monsters - all vanishes, leaving Felt fall and sob into the soil. 
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“Felt?” 

 

Removing himself from the now claylike soil Felt gathered himself into an upright seated position as 

if a student attentive to the wisdom of her voice. 

 

-Its fucking her again isn’t it?- 

 

Conceding this he placed himself back down and ushered with his floppy hand for her to leave.  

 

“Jesus fucking Christ mate, what’d ya bloody well do now?” 

 

Rushing back up in surprise Felt supports with his wrong hand yelps and falls once again; taking a 

moment to seethe before finally acknowledging the man in front of him. 

 

“I see it didn’t take you long to give up on ya diet hu? What brings an old man like you back to the 

‘city of wankers?’” 



 

“What the fuck happened to your eyes mate?” 

 

“Oh just lacking in a bit of ‘R&R’ It’s bee…” 

 

“And your wrist, and ya fucking face, boy, I swear if you are on that glas…” 

 

“I’m not taking Ice Jesus fucking Christ Roy” 

 

Now standing, Felt lowers his brow into a sincere warning over the judgement of his character. The 

over-encumbered Dwarf man prompts us follow with a puff and slowly the two start towards the 

exit - one step to three. 

 

“Visiting Sheila?” 

 

“Be careful boy Felt” 

 

. 

 

Continuing on in silence we followed Roy towards his rental car - four wheels that would shudder at 

the mans mass if he were even slightly taller than five and a half feet. Stopping on the left side of the 

vehicle Felt pauses and salutes Roy towards good fortune – in response the dwarf man lobs his keys 

towards Felts face and demands. 

 

“Get in boy Felt” 

 

“W…” 

 

“Pub” 

 

“We’re in the city of fancy scarves and high bloody heels Roy they don’t h...” 

 

“Pub, boy” 

 

Containing a level of nervousness Felt commands the drivers seat fastens his seatbelt and checks 

over the interior far too thoroughly. Felt isn’t particularly a bad driver -bloody fantastic excuse you- 

however long siestas between driving new vehicles and -Melbourne’s fucking spaghetti roadmap- 

makes him a little jittery. Indicating right and pulling into the empty city-way Felt chuckles at Roy’s 

instant stiffness, holding his breath in terror as Felt accelerates out of suburbia. 

 

“Really now? I deserve at least a liiitle credit!” 

 

“Eyes on the road boy” 

 

Following the pattern of instruction and silence Roy turns off the radio - as if committed to the ideal 

and spends the journey studying Felts driving capacity. Roy wasn’t a backseat driver, that would 

imply he merely suggested what you should be doing, instead he commands in short laconic phrase - 

unhappy with the slightest misstep. Using his left Hand to steer Felt either prods his right forearm 



onto the steering or holds it with his left knee to stabilize it when shifting gears.  

 

“Easy boy” 

“Lazy clutch boy” 

“Stop hugging the wheel” 

“Use the engine boy” 

“Too much break” 

“Use the engine boy!” 

“Who taught you to drive boy!” 

 

“No-one did” 

Conceding this Roy fell back into a more reverent demeanor offering only small grunts in criticism. 
 
. 
 
Pulling up at the Irish times we join the two other patrons enjoying the Tuesday afternoon “rush”. 
Offering a polite scan of his surroundings Felt starts towards the taps before following a command 
from behind him. 
 
“Over there boy” 
 
Offering a disagreeable “ok” with his face Felt leaves Roy to the drinks and follows his aim down to a 
back set booth, soccer -football- plays frustratingly quiet not five meters away on the mounted 
screen. Sinking into the leather briefly Felt bathed In the mahogany everything and tapped his hands 
to an imaginary beat.  
 
“Real beer” 
 
Roy demands as he places a Kilkenny pint uncomfortably close to my edge of the table. 
 
“No more piss water” 
 
“You know I don’t drink VB cause of my finances right?” 
 
“No you drink it because you like shit beer” 
 
Tipping his glass to case and point Felt agrees. 
 
“How long are you gonna be down here?” 
 
“Too long” 
 
“Toll still not get their shit together?” 
 
“Careful boy” 
 
“Why because I have no idea what I’m talking about?” 
 
“Yes” 
 



“Shits simple, companies eat each other up in a monopoly struggle instead of, ya know, improving 
business structures, equipment and work conditions. So now they own a whole shit tonne of a shit 
system” 
 
“You are a boy” 
 
“Wharf boy, but sure” 
 
Two sips down to my half pint Roy shifts his head slightly upward in assertion towards my direction 
and demands. 
 
“Explain”  
 
Polishing his other half pint Felt offers. 
 
-not yet- 
 
“No” 
 
And then relieves himself awkwardly from the table using his one good hand to stand and start 
towards the bar. Felt had a habit of taking out cash and making it visible on the bar underneath his 
empty glass – he had a theory this decreased the already silly wait times on beer in empty bars; if it 
did in fact work it wasn’t by much. Paying for a refill Felt tilted his head at the bartenders question 
before returning to and in opposition to Roy. 
 
“Well that was a bit fucking weird” 
 
Felt remembers a time when he thought Roy hearing impaired - since then he’s noticed the silence is 
simply Roy offering his attention, which apparently means that there’s no need for polite replies 
during discourse. -yeah you kinda just gotta talk at him don’t you?- 
 
“The hungry looking Irish fellow over there with the dented forehead asked if I need to be walked 
back” 
 
“They know you cannot hold drink” 
 
“Last I checked I’m a full pint in front old man Roy” 
 
“You look blind” 
 
“Damn I must be a fucking good driver then hu? Driving all this way in the treacherous Melbourne 
wet, Blind no less!” 
 
Patting himself on the back Felt left the conversation die. 
 
“How’s your mother” 
 
“She’s aight, sent her a poem not too long ago for her birthday, we don’t talk much though” 
 
“Why?” 
 



“It’s easier on her mind not to check in too often I guess, she tends to panic if I don’t pick up, ya 
know?” 
 
“Ye got another lass yet?” 
 
“I look like I got a lass mate?” 
 
Shaking his head he agreed. 
 
“No boy, you do not” 
 
Roy opening his mouth to continue Felt tilts his head in curiosity. -two sentences in a row? My god 
the dwarf-man’s a lightweight!- 
 
“Tell me the story” 
 
“Drop it Roy, just another fight, business as usual” 
 
“Don’t lie to me boy” 
 
“Look I don’t even know what’s going on, Opa’s dead Oma’s missing I got attacked by some 
crackhead near the cemetery and I’ve been fucking unconscious for most of it” 
 
“Bo…” 
 
“No, that’s the end of it Roy, drop it” 
 
Offering some low pitch noice, agreeing - we both dropped the tension to which Roy acknowledged 
the “fresh meat” patting themselves dry at the entrance. Widening his grin Felt mused. 
 
“Ye got a lass?” 
 
“careful boy” 
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Stretching himself comfortably into the corner of their booth Felt noticed the soccer -football- had 
switched over to the IPL cricket league. Noticing a party of three Sliding past Felt raises his voice 
some and then a little more, attempts an inviting -playful- inflection and announces. 
 
“Oi Roy what’s the odds on the next ball being hit for six?” 
 
“From that eighty pound lad? Fools bet boy” 
 
“Aight here’s a better bet” 
 
Catching the ears of the passing brunette lass just before exiting comfortable speaking range Felt 
almost pleads. 
 
“Excuse me ma’m” 
 



Circling with a little confusion the short curled tips of her hair twirl and reveal a face bull-pierced at 
the nose and unimpressed with her address. Not knowing -what the fuck is the plan here buddy- Felt 
scans down from her blue eyes past a loosely fitting black tie and white button down combo through 
to the glass in her left hand. 
 
“Sorry ma’m I’ve just got a quick score to settle, old mate Roy here insists he can judge any drink 
from its color and I have half a mind to bet a carton he can’t” 
 
Now entirely disinterested her two companions turn ear and head towards their booth. Noticeably 
stranded she tilts her head and checks for a polite exit before frowning briefly and conceding. 
 
“Fine then, what am I drinking. Roy” 
 
Roy offering no movement nor sign of answering Felt resigns himself to a fucking awkward minute or 
so. 
 
“Two cartons, hundred fifty boy” 
 
Raising a rare smirk Felt hides his fear with a not so false excitement. Knowing he’s both about to be 
considerably poorer and completely not laid Felt laughs outwardly and announces the game is on. 
 
Pondering for a single moment Roy reveals. 
 
“Little creatures” 
 
To everyone’s surprise she smirks at him raises an eyebrow and demands. 
 
“Which one? Beer master Roy, there’s twooo onnn tap” 
 
Finishing her query with a snarky plosive Roy’s composure wavers not – tipping beer in hand 
towards Felt. 
 
“Bright. I expect Kilkenny cans, boy Felt” 
 
Offering her condolences before preparing to leave. 
 
“You con blind people into easy bets often beer master Roy?” 
 
“A boy he is, Blind he only looks” 
 
“I’m getting increasingly concerned over these blind jokes, like what am I missing? What’s the 
punchline?” 
 
“You want a punchline? Uh Felt was it? Okay how many fingers am I holding up?” 
 
Crossing his arms, leaning back felt puffs at the obvious bluff and lists: 
 
“You aren’t - miss blue eyes suit and tie ‘let me speak to the manager’ hair styled bull-pierced blue 
eyed heartbreaker lookin’ vixen” 
 
Acknowledging her small time shock he stands from the booth and offers his left hand to shake. 



 
“Felt” 
 
Placing her glass to the table freeing her left hand she tilts her head in bemusement and accepts the 
invitation. 
 
“Fae” 
 
Slapping Felt on the shoulder Roy excuses himself and walks clean to the exit of the pub. Realizing 
the obvious wing move Fae denies with a -slightly nervous-  
 
“I uh I have to get…” 
 
Felt eases into a gentle smile and softly disagrees with a shake of the head. 
 
“…back to my ya know friends aha, but it was ni…” 
 
Not even bothering to finish the sentence she turns to leave, stops and rewinds momentarily before 
committing to her retreat. 
 
“You forgot your one hundred and fifty dollar beer Fae” 
 
Returning somewhere in between the lines of irate, bubbly and unsure Fae stomps over half 
snatches her beer quickly murmurs her mobile phone number kisses Felt on the cheek and responds 
to Felt’s 
 
“Hey wait how am I supp…” 
 
With a sly 
 
“It’s a bet!” 
 
Comically rushing towards the bar table Felt pleads for a pen and napkin before hitting himself on 
the head unlocking his phone and approximating the number. Furious with himself knowing he’s 
unsure of the fourth and eighth digit he concedes and bashes out the exit door after Roy. 
 
Sliding into rear view Felt sees the small rental reversing from the car parked ahead and indicating 
right onto the city-way. pulling twice against the locked passenger side door he sees an unfazed Roy 
shake his head and begin rolling out of his park space. Sprinting after the vehicle Felt weaves and 
dodges through tram traffic pedestrians and bicycles. Closing the distance with increasing pace Felt 
realizes far too late the rental has stopped before the traffic lights. Jumping and rotating his left hip 
clips the rounded roof – momentum carrying his body in rotation violently across and down onto the 
bonnet. His left hand catching the windscreen wiper- desperate for stability he rips it clean and 
bashes down hard onto the road in front. Rising gingerly he steps around to the passenger side and 
once again tries at the locked handle. Removing his coat and wrapping the sleeve around his left 
hand knuckles Felt winds and prepares to throw before hearing the locks click, allowing him casual 
entry. Felt throws the broken wiper onto the back seat, sets his own to decline and poses the 
question. 
 
“Well? Where too?” 
 



“Home. My home. Not yours” 
 
“Well you’ve met my whole family! Its only fair I get to meet yours!” 
 
“I’ve spoken to your mother once. Demanding you be beaten senseless” 
 
“Exactly! My whole… 
 
Audibly trying to maintain some sort of cheery quality Felt cracks a little as he leaves the sentence 
open 
 
Hearing the horns of impatient drivers behind - Roy shifts into first gear and heads into the green 
light. 
 
“Seat belt, boy” 
 
Cruising eastward through the dank remains of a Tuesday afternoon found Felt somber and fit to 
reflect on -what kind of family does Roy have, exactly?- as far as he knew Roy’s only partner was 
long beneath the soil. Whenever he prodded in the past with a 
 
“So, ya know, what ya got a few kids, a new miss? Are you like one them mormon fellas? old wooden 
house with like fifteen hairy wive…” 
 
“Twin lasses and a young lad” 
 
So taken aback by an actual response Felt almost forgets to continue with the inquiry. 
 
“What? Hanging out alone while dwarf man Roy heads interstate on a mission?” 
 
“They are taken care of by their mothers sister” 
 
“Wait you don’t mea…” 
 
“No, boy” 
 
“Ahh I’m glad, that woulda been like proper weird ya kno…” 
 
“Boy!” 
 
“Yeah yeah I’ll drop it” 
 
Preparing an exposition of his past few months Felt fills his lungs and almost spills his guts – stopping 
only because Roy indicates left into the bruised cheek of a smile that is the suburb of Malvern.  
 
“Wait a minute, have you actually MOVED here?” 
 
Roy, nodding his head - Felt continues. 
 
“Why? You absolutely fucking hate the city!” 
 
“You will see boy Felt” 



 
Pulling into Roys standard block like Victorian abode Felt sees no sight of Roy’s truck, no trademark 
“Green Machine” no Harley and no dodge. The front lawn was mostly dirt - save for the few patches 
of life remaining; yellowing into the ground. Approaching the front door, cracked from an old white; 
Felt was instructed. 
 
“You will not speak unless spoken to, boy” 
 
And then allowed to enter in after Roy. In the distance behind white plasterboard and unkept 
wooden floors swirls a storm – It threatens to break through to the houses very foundation with 
every step. Quickly appearing at the end of the entrance hall and slapping Roy silly just before the 
kitchen it scolds. 
 
“How dare Ye!” 
 
Immediately turning towards felt who a moment ago appeared a safe five meters from the action 
and now whom stood a little confused and quite a bit more threatened. 
 
“And now Ye bring a fucking criminal into this house!” 
 
Responding with trademark propriety Felt offers. 
 
“I thought ya’ll said ‘feck’” 
 
And in unison the two counter-offer. 
 
“Shut up boy!” 
 
Shrugging this off Felt started into the meat of the house as Roy was dragged by the face into the 
adjacent room and berated as if the paper walls, well, -weren’t paper?-. 
 
Sliding past the box lounge towards the back security screen Felt liberates a packet of camels taps 
twice and brandishes one towards his mouth. Before lighting he notices one of the three housed 
children seated to his right and slowly reverses everything he just did.  
 
“I didn’t see you there” 
 
“It’s ok” 
 
Moving over to shake the hand of an ambiguously gendered voice he offers and announces. 
 
“Names Felt” 
 
Looking Felt dead in the face the child does nothing. In response Felt lowers his hand, tilts his head 
and shrugs. Moving off into the backyard to smoke he hears the voice quietly behind him. 
 
“You don’t care?” 
 
Spinning and lighting his smoke he speaks from a distance. 
 
“You rather be treated like a kid with cancer or a human being?” 



 
Although slow - her movements didn’t suggest of the poison robbing her a body of hair. Felt tends 
not bother with sadness often, watching her rise and dissolve inside from view left Felt -angry- 
instead. 
 
The backyard was square and certainly a yard, boxed in with connecting cream colorbond panels 
ending behind the remains of a shed in the left corner. The moonlight had now consumed any 
remnant of sunset – the press of wind dragging clouds to trap and preserve any remaining human 
warmth. 
 
The back door struggles against its rollers once again and reveals the dwarf-man - Kilkenny in each 
stumping with pace and punching a can into Felts chest Roy drags open the rusted panels and 
continues his storm into the shed. Following unenthusiastically behind Felt is handed three darts and 
commanded. 
 
“Open your eyes and throw” 
 
“Enough with these silly bli…” 
 
“STOP THIS BOY!” 
 
Crushing felts head between his impatient and -god damn gargantuan hands- Roy fixes his index 
fingers and thumbs parallel to Felts eye sockets and 
 
“Are you TRYING to gouge my…” 
 
Opens his eyes. 
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There is a woman. 
 
White? 
 
Clammy even. 
 
She is. 
 
Tearing away at her stomach. 
 
She seems desperate but cannot break through. 
 
Roy is also here. 
 
He is eating many fruits. 
 
He stands and strikes her silent. 
 
He is worried. 
 
He checks the exits. 



 
He is now slicing into her flesh. 
 
Removes her limbs. 
 
And attaches them to the skinny of a mop. 
 
He seems to be proud. 
 
From her torso he finds two. 
 
One of them is cold, so he places it by the fire. 
 
And shoots himself in the head. 
 
The mop smiles. 
 


